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1.0
1.1

EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
Introduction

The African World Heritage Fund (AWHF) in conjunction with the Centre for Heritage Development in
Africa (CHDA) organised a training course on the development of nomination dossiers for World
Heritage listing by African countries. This was in response to the fact that in spite of its very rich
cultural and natural heritage, Africa has continued to have the least number of sites on the prestigious
World Heritage List. As part of its objectives, AWHF put in place a training programme to build
competence for African heritage professionals in the development of nomination dossiers and
management plans required by the World Heritage Centre when considering sites for listing on the
World Heritage List.
The programme consists of three components, namely: A two week training course in Lesotho [3-14 November 2008] to serve as an introduction to the
nomination process and evaluate initial country nomination proposals to establish follow up
work.
 Eight months of work on the nomination the participants, countries during which they receive
the assistance of a nominated mentor with relevant expertise to enhance their nomination
work. During this phase your institution may receive from the AWHF up to $15,000 to ensure
work required for the successful completion of the nomination is carried out.
 Another two week training course in Lesotho [2009] to evaluate the nomination work done by
participants with a view of sending the completed nomination to the World Heritage Centre.
The programme ultimately aims to increase the number of African heritage properties on the World
Heritage List. A total of 9 nominations developed through this nomination programme are targeted to
be submitted to the World Heritage Centre by 2010.
The initial course was organised and carried out in Lesotho from 3 to 15 November 2008. It brought
together 19 participants; 2 from each of the 8 represented African countries (Botswana, Egypt, Ghana,
Kenya, Mozambique, Nigeria, Swaziland, Zambia); with Lesotho, the host nation having three
participants. Six of the 19 participants were female. The course brought together a total of 11 resource
persons who were chosen on the basis of their practical knowledge in developing successful
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nominations dossiers and management plans. The course was coordinated by three Coordinators and
five assistant co-ordinators.
In the first week of this course, there were a number of theoretical presentations on the nomination
process. The more practical aspects of working on the State Parties’ nomination dossiers were done in
the second week. Though Sehlabathebe National Park was used as a learning resource for course field
work, country nominations were done in groups by the representatives of the respective State Parties.
1.2

Course Objectives

The Course objectives were;

1.3



To give competence to African heritage professionals thereby improving the quality of African
nomination dossiers submitted to the WHC.



To increase the number and diversity of African heritage properties on the World Heritage List.



To reduce the number of African heritage properties on the World Heritage List in Danger.



To establish a network of heritage professionals working on African World Heritage sites.
Course logistics
The course logistics in Maseru were handled by the Department of Culture whereas CHDA
handled the implementation management portfolio for the programme.
Travel arrangements: CHDA facilitated the travel arrangements for all the participants,
resources persons and the co-ordination team. All immigration issues were handled by the
Department of Culture as the host institution.
Living Arrangements: The participants were accommodated at the Range Management
Education Centre in Sehlabathebe, a remote but tranquil setting located 400 kilometres from
Maseru. Accommodation was shared and paid for by the AWHF. Participants had communal
entertainment as well as ablution facilities (the latter, one for each gender).
Catering: A modest living allowance was provided for basic needs, while a caterer was hired to
provide all the meals and teas. The catering was paid for by AWHF.
Communication: Being a remote venue and telephone coverage being difficult, South African
telephone sim cards were provided to the co-ordination team to facilitate course coordination.
The Coordination team, the first resource persons and participants travelled to Sehlabathebe
National Park on Monday 3 November 2008.

1.4

The Course
The training course was held from the 4 to 15 November 2008 at the Range Management
Education Centre (in Sehlabathebe).The course was divided into two parts with the first being a
forum for discussing the theoretical issues associated with the nomination process. The second
part focussed on the practical aspects of a nomination dossier, as well as developing
appropriate responses to ensure the dossier meets the minimum requirements set in the
Operational Guidelines used by the WHC. The field work for this course was undertaken in the
Sehlabathebe National Park which is being proposed as an extension to the Drakensberg World
Heritage Site by the Lesotho government. A day was devoted to this activity.
In order to enhance their experience, participants were requested to undertake practical work
on their State Parties’ nomination dossiers on topics such as:
1.

Site Description and Location

2.

Determination of criteria for nomination
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3.

Statements of Integrity and Authenticity

4.

Management Systems and Protection requirements

5.

Statement of Outstanding Universal Values

At the end of the course, the participants were requested to present an Action Plan for each
State Party showing how exactly they intended carrying out their work.
1.5

Course Material
Hard copies and electronic versions of relevant material were distributed to each participant at
the beginning of the course. These contained pertinent materials relevant to the nomination
process. Participants were encouraged to share with others any materials from their respective
countries. A small reference library was created for use by course participants. All presentations
by resource persons and other course materials were written on CDs and distributed to each
participant.

1.6

Contents of the Course
The report is on a weekly basis and divided into daily activities.

2.0

COURSE WEEKLY REPORTS-WEEK 1

2.1

Introduction
An introductory session covered introductions and logistics, including the following:
1. The Course co-ordination team was introduced and their responsibilities
specified.
2. Gratitude was expressed to the Lesotho government for providing transport for
the course.
3. Participants were advised on the need to use appropriate clothing during the
field trip.
4. Delayed visa issuance for a few participants as well as missing luggage was
attributed to factors beyond the control of the co-ordination team. The host
institution expressed regret over this issue, however stressed the point that
immigration is a security issue, hence certain procedures have to be followed.
5. Accommodation was to be shared while catering would be provided.

2.2

Course Implementation
The first week aimed at giving an overview of why Africa had few sites on the World Heritage
List, the diversity of African sites on the List, what constituted the World Heritage Convention,
Tentative listing procedures, the Nomination process, the Comparative Analysis and the Global
Strategy, among others. The participants gave presentations on their potential country
nominations.
During that week, Dr. George Abungu, Mr. Guy Palmer, Mr. Joseph King, Professor Eric Edroma,
Mr. Lazare Eloundou, and Dr. Tim Badman were the resource persons.

2.2.1

‘The Work Situation’
Dr. George Abungu presented topic aimed at allowing participants to analyse their work
situations and get solutions to the challenges they faced in carrying out their responsibilities.
They made informal presentations of their situations. The participants were encouraged to be
conscientious as the task ahead, though tough, was not impossible. Despite the rich heritage on
the African continent, Dr Abungu informed the participants that few sites made it onto the
prestigious World Heritage List. That was partly because of lack of capacity to produce quality
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nomination dossiers. This could be attributed to lack basic knowledge, absence of mentoring,
and, inadequate exposure and experience among African heritage professionals.
Discussion on the work situation in the context of the heritage properties raised the following
issues:


There was a lot of negative impact from tourists who visited sites. There is need for heritage
institutions to raise awareness among the public to demonstrate the sensitivity of these sites
and how finite their values were, in order to maintain their authenticity and integrity.



A lack of Management Plans was pointed out for a number of sites. It is imperative that these be
put in place and effectively implemented.



Synergy between traditional and modern management systems was challenging, but should be
encouraged.



Engaging the stakeholders, especially the local communities, was a very frustrating process as
most of them were sceptical to the eventual outcome of the nominations and how they would
benefit.



Local communities are resentful over denied access by heritage managers to ‘their’ sites.



Multiplicity of stakeholders has its own complexities.



External technical expertise and assistance required for managing properties.



The monitoring programmes for most of the properties are very poor.



More research and documentation is required if the sites are to fulfil the requirements of the
World Heritage Convention. The nomination process would help fill up the information gaps
both for the dossiers and for the data banks.



For most State Parties, the boundaries (both core and buffer zone) are yet to be determined and
State Parties were urged to undertake that task urgently.



Lack of appropriate maps for the sites.



Some countries had high levels of bureaucracy and so gathering of data was very challenging.



Information on how to carry out a good Comparative Analysis is required.



Need for the aspect of Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) to be clearly explained as it was
extremely important to the nomination process.



Under the Global Strategy, intangible heritage was recognized and some properties showed
potential under that category but how to document them is challenging.



Criteria under which sites were to be inscribed was another area participants required to be
emphasised.



Integrity and authenticity were concepts that needed explaining.



For trans boundary properties, and in the case of extending an already nominated site, the
problems of matching one’s proposal to that of the already listed site were highlighted.



It was pointed out that a trans boundary site that is listed in one State Party can have its
attributes threatened by mismanagement in a neighbouring country.



The non-durability of most material used in the local architecture remains challenge in
justifying the concept of authenticity. Some experts have advocated for the inclusion of ‘modern’
material in interventions to make the structures more stable.
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External forces such as global warming, which are beyond the control of the heritage managers,
continue to affect the properties.



The negative impacts of natural phenomena such as fires, erosion, abrasive action of winds and
sands, and so forth, are difficult to control.



Modern developments continue to threaten heritage and conservation programmes

At the end of the discussion, the participants’ were better informed of the complexities and
challenges associated with managing heritage of Outstanding Universal Value.
2.2.2

‘Introduction to the World Heritage Convention’
This section was presented by Mr. Joseph King.
The participants were introduced to the 1972 World Heritage Convention and how it functions.
Participants were informed how African heritage fits into the greater perspective of world
heritage, the challenges associated with nominations and managing a world heritage site and
how the concepts had changed to accommodate contemporary needs.
The presentation commenced with an introduction to the convention, contrasting them with
recommendations and declarations. Whereas conventions could be enforced at law, the latter
two were documents that gave good practice.
The World Heritage Convention (WHC) whose actual name is the ‘The 1972 Convention
concerning the Protection of the World Cultural and Natural Heritage’ is a tool for cooperation
among nations in the world for the management of properties of outstanding universal values.
In the definition of what constitute heritage; participants were informed that concepts had
changed over time to complement what was in existence, with the inclusion of cultural
landscapes, cultural routes, intangible heritage, etc. Some other conventions were alluded to
which complement the WHC such as the ‘Convention for the Safeguarding of the Intangible
Cultural Heritage’.
Africa has not managed to have a balanced representation on the WH List. For properties on the
list, the situation is being compounded by the fact that some of them are being placed on the
World Heritage List in Danger. Though regarded as a ‘shame list’, it is actually a way of ensuring
that cooperation can be garnered from other partners to save that heritage..
It was emphasised that in our desire to have sites inscribed, there must be a corresponding
undertaking by State Parties to ensure that they properly manage them and retain the
outstanding universal value.

Issues identified (as impacting negatively on the management of heritage)


Political instability in the region



Traditional conservation methods considered outdated by modern heritage practitioners; thus
conflicts ensue due to restrictions on use of site. Heritage thus deteriorates or is desecrated.



Government and its development agenda posing a threat heritage.



Heritage Institutions do not articulate issues well to stakeholders and therefore, the latter have
unrealistic expectations regarding their benefits from heritage.



Listing comes with responsibilities and sacrifices that place limitations on how the heritage can
be utilised.



Because there are no immediate benefits from heritage, national priorities do not focus on
conservation of these properties.
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Solutions


Include heritage in priority national development sectors such as education, health and tourism.



Have a participatory approach towards the management of heritage.

The participants obtained an enhanced understanding of the Convention, its benefits, the categories
under which sites can be nominated, the Global strategy, the WH List in Danger and how to manage
sites sustainably.
2.2.3

COUNTRY PRESENTATIONS
Paul Nkofo, gave an overview on the Lesotho nomination proposal. Participants recommended
an analysis for identified species to justify the biodiversity ‘hot spots’ found in the site. Further
recommendations were on differentiating the management strategies within the site in order to
address needs of different areas of the site.


2.3

The tabulated country presentations are in a table below.

‘Outstanding Universal Values, Authenticity and Integrity’
These themes were presented by Mr. Joseph King. The aim was to introduce participants to the
necessary skills and expertise required in analysing data and synthesising it in order to extract
what constitutes the Outstanding Universal Value (OUV) for a particular property. The OUV is
exceptional and transcends national boundaries. Participants were initially made to understand
the terminologies of Authenticity and Integrity as they formed one of the cornerstones of the
OUVs’. The Statement of Significance must come out strongly in both management plans and
nomination dossiers.
At the end of this topic, participants better understood how to determine what constitutes the
OUV of their properties as well as what constitutes integrity and authenticity.

2.4

‘World Heritage Sites in Africa: Past, Present and Future’
Dr. G. Abungu presented this topic which aimed at introducing participants to a myriad of world
heritage sites in Africa, and the varied typologies under which these could be represented.
There is a rich diversity of cultural and natural heritage in Africa that could be deemed of world
heritage status and a comprehensive comparative analysis would help reveal the potential
inherent in these African sites. Africa’s underrepresented on the WH List could be attributed to
inadequate networking, poor quality of nomination dossiers and management plans and not
taking advantage of the pool of knowledge within the continent. Sites must not be nominated for
prestige but because they mean a lot to people. Participants were also informed that only South
Africa (in Africa) has domesticated the World Heritage Convention.
Challenges
Regarding management of world heritage sites, natural and cultural factors can destroy the
values, with humans being the most destructive element in this matrix. It is imperative that
these are co-managed to create a balance in the ecosystem. Climatic change brings with it a lot
of issues beyond the heritage managers’ control. Community traditional leaders and elders need
to be consulted as they are custodians of the community and society values.
Opportunities
Heritage managers and institutions can make heritage relevant to local communities by
ensuring that the latter participated in its management and the sustenance of associated values
Heritage could also contribute to economic empowerment by coming up with visitor facilities
which can generate income to manage sites and benefit the community themselves.
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2.5

‘Introduction to the World Heritage Convention and Other Conventions and Charters’
Mr. Lazare Eloundou and Mr. Guy Palmer presented this section. They focused on the processes
through which the nomination undergoes, the deadlines to be met in submitting the dossier, and
the monitoring aspects of the convention. Other conventions that complement the conservation
of sites were discussed; they included the Man and Biosphere Reserve and the Ramsar
Conventions. Presenters emphasised the fact that Conventions do not give the right to State
Parties to run roughshod over local communities. Thus participants were informed about the
nomination processes and the importance of Periodic Reporting.

2.6

‘Tentative Listing’
Professor Eric Edroma and Mr. Lazare Eloundou handled this section whose aim was to give
participants a working knowledge on how to compile a good tentative list with a view of
including the new typologies as identified in the Global Strategy. The participants then engaged
in a discussion with regard to the common problems associated with the nomination process
(refer to Table 2).
Site values must be analysed in detail prior to being included on the tentative list and this must
be representative of outstanding universal values focussing special sub-categories such as
itineraries, cultural routes, or those identified in the Global Strategy etc. The identification must
be based on a broad consultative process. Technical expertise can be acquired from the African
continent.
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SUMMARY OF MAIN ISSUES IDENTIFIED FROM DISCUSSIONS
Section
Documentation

Conservation

Management

Challenges
Risks in the field (animals, diseases…)
Accessibility to the site
Insufficient information on the site

Suggestions

Climate conditions (adverse weather conditions)

Maximize on good weather

Credibility of sources
Poor data management

Verify all information
Collect, store and process obtained information

Comparative analysis

-Look at good nominations, Advisory Bodies
recommendations
Use experts
-Expand source of funding (private donors…)
-Networking
-Develop appropriate funding strategy: funding from the
site itself
-Assistance from AWHF and Trust fund

After the nomination: funding and sustainability

-Develop data collection and process
-Consult all sources of information: archives, newspapers…
-Sensitize communities
-Make use of experts
-Setting up priorities

Threats caused by development

-Integrate heritage conservation in a larger development
plan and policies
-Enforcement of laws
-Environmental impact assessment
-Creation of awareness

Poverty

-Develop integrated Management Plan
-Heritage to create jobs through community business
plans developed with them and their empowerment based
on their needs

Rapid population growth

-Build buffer zone
-Collaborate with communities outside the boundaries
-Develop Integrated Management Plan related to broader
land use

Natural disasters

-Develop a Risk Management Plan

Wars, social unrest
Lack of coordination of actors on site

Rally support (national and international levels)
-Develop coordination mechanism and structures
-Create awareness
-Collaborative management

Tourism management

-Develop site capacity studies
-Engage other actors in the planning of tourism and
conservation
Review and update of heritage laws (cf. models on South
African and Australian laws)
Capacity to ensure compliance
Sensitization
Respect and acknowledgement of the secrecy of sites
Seeking Community’s confidence
Need to get relationship with stakeholders
Consider interests of the communities

Protection

Colonial legacy in laws

Communities

Application of laws
Community’s reluctance in giving information on
the site, especially for sacred site

Lack of awareness

Communication and sensitization
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Institution and
administration

Logistics
funding

and

Unrealistic expectations of communities including
government

-Tangible benefits where applicable
-Honesty

Historical injustices
Getting institutional support
Lack of government commitment
Pressure from authorities who hasten the work

Addressing problems through negotiations
Strategize and lobby
Strategize and lobby
-Create awareness
-Be proactive, honest and open
-Explain risks and consequences
-Communicate the resources needed
-Use UNESCO instruments including
Guidelines

Operational

Administration issues: bureaucracy

Try to inculcate transparency and accountability

Non involvement of communities

Involve communities in the decision making process

Lack of acknowledgment of local expertise

Acknowledge, appreciate and utilize local expertise

Lack of retention of expertise within institutions

Develop retention strategy through motivation and
incentive

Lack of domestication of the WH Convention

Domesticate into legal framework

Inappropriate selection of proposed sites

Set up functional National Committees for WH matters and
put up monitoring mechanism

Lack of communication between professionals
Lack of adequate and sustainable funding and
appropriate logistics

Promote networking among professionals
See above

Table 2: Common challenges in developing Nomination Dossiers

Discussions
Participants noted that there are numerous reasons for nominating sites to the WHL and among
them; to share the uniqueness of the site, for monitoring at both national and international
levels, to improve levels of conservation and evaluation, for advertising, for personal
achievement and satisfaction, and as an ‘insurance policy’ against extinction.
It was emphasised that during the preparation of dossiers, there was need to observe the timetable or schedules as set by the World Heritage Centre in the Operational Guidelines. The format
for inscription was well discussed. The plenary felt that at least one of the evaluators sent by the
WHC must understand the African context so that its perspective can be understood.
Participants were informed of the four possible decisions with regards to submissions that can
be given by the World Heritage Committee; inscription, decision not to inscribe, deferral and
deferral of nomination.
The participants were informed that before a site could be considered for nomination, it must
be assessed for its potentials to meet the OUV and that a nomination dossier would not be
received by the World Heritage Committee unless that site was included on the State Parties’
tentative list.
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2.7

‘Global Strategy’
Tim Badman presented this section.
Dr. Tim Badman presented on the Global Strategy, which aims at greater representation of
African heritage sites on the WH. It was discussed under the context of the IUCN. The Global
Strategy was instituted as a guideline on how gaps representing other typologies could be filled.
This generated a lot of room for discussion for future categories. The World Heritage Committee
recognised an imbalance in the representation of African heritage on the List. As values were
different for diverse places around the world, balancing the list was very important.
The use of a classification system could be of use in the nomination process to give a global scale
analysis. These can also be of help in determining the feasibility of a site for nomination prior to
listing. International institutes such as Birdlife International, Conservation International’s
Biodiversity Hotspots, IUGS and IGU that have databases are an example.

In concluding this discussion, participants were urged to be rigorous, objective, and proactive and keep
a global perspective in order that they did not lag behind concerning new thinking.
2.8
‘Nominations to the World Heritage List’
This was presented with by Mr. Allesandro Balsamo. It aimed to illustrate the processes and procedures
for nomination of a site to the World Heritage List, and key requirements and stages were discussed in
detail.
A nomination was the primary document for inscription; it is considered to be a contract between the
State Party and the rest of the international community. It consists of nine sections that are evaluated in
content and context rather than appearance and must comply with requirements as set out in the
World Heritage Operational Guidelines. Different maps, for different sites are to be used for different
purposes; these must be geo-referenced, with scales, boundaries, and legends. The following are some
of the issues discussed:


The inclusion of a site on the tentative list has legal connotations and is a pre-requisite to the actual
filing of a nomination dossier.



In the description, one must focus on the criteria and use it to justify the nomination of the site.



Under justification, the Statement of OUV, Comparative Analysis, and Statement of Authenticity and
Integrity are required.



The Comparative Analysis remains a fundamental component and considered the starting point in
determining the suitability of the site and to determine the criteria that would be satisfied during
the process of nomination.



The State of Conservation of the property is to be utilised as a future mechanism to allow for
monitoring and management of the property. A detailed state of each element of the site must be
shown. The threats together with the proposed mitigation measures for the property must be given.



The management system or plan must be must be clearly defined and its objectives must ensure the
sustenance of the OUV. Management Plans must be revised regularly. However, a nomination is a
legal document that does not change.



Monitoring is important in compiling periodic reports that are submitted to the WHC.



Documentation is extremely important and must be meticulously done for ease of retrieval and use
of information, such as in websites.



The State Party must sign the nomination dossier.
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2.9
Evaluation of ‘Nomination ’
Mr. Allesandro Balsamo presented this topic.
After the World Heritage Centre has inventoried all dossiers received, they are technical analysed to
identify gaps and areas requiring more information, if need arise the State Party is requested to supply
the missing documentation. Thereafter the dossiers are sent to evaluators through IUCN and ICOMOS
who provide their respective evaluation reports. The WHC then evaluates these reports to make a
decision on the nomination; the decision is then communicated to the State Party. A digital copy of the
nomination is accepted but States Parties are required to submit the hard copy.
The discussions that ensued raised the following issues;


The decision as to whether criteria are appropriate is done by the advisory bodies; the IUCN and
ICOMOS give technical advice.



The various sections within the dossier must have linkages that read as one document.



In terms of an extension to an inscribed site, it is imperative for the State Party with that intention
to analyse the criteria under which the inscription was originally done and how it applies in their
case.



When a controversial part of the site is under consideration e.g. mining area, it was advised that it
be left out of the core area of the proposed World Heritage site.

2.10 Selected Natural Heritage Sites in Africa
Dr. Peter Howard, a private consultant with IUCN based in Kenya presented this section.
The presentation aimed at introducing the participants to the variety of natural heritage sites in Africa
and makes them aware of the challenges associated with their management. It discussed bird
sanctuaries, miombo woodlands, mountains, desert sites, lakes, natural parks, geological formations,
humid forests, and meteorite impact craters.
Issues arising out of discussions


Heritage managers must anticipate and be aware of current threats.



Consider if culture is static or dynamic; how this is answered would help in the interventions
proposed such as introduction of modern material in rehabilitation



Significance of certain sites would be enhanced by extension of boundaries, often times into other
state parties’ territory. However, such nominations are fraught with problems



Climate changes are threatening the World heritage, e.g. melting ice caps



Pressure from the WHC can prevent threats affecting heritage on the World Heritage List.



The consultative process of preparing Management Plans is often an exhausting and frustrating
task that must, however, be accomplished.



Developers could be a challenge to heritage management. Heritage managers can get support from
civil society, private groups, state authorities, etc.

3.0
WEEK TWO
nd
The 2 week emphasised what was discussed during the first week and gave an overview of why Africa
had few sites on the World Heritage List, the heritage management planning process and community
participation. Participants also had a brief presentation on the role of the African World Heritage Fund.
Participants also made presentations on the proposed nominations and embarked on exercises to
evaluate their current nomination dossiers. During that week, Dr. George Abungu, Mr. Guy Palmer, Mr.
Allesandro Balsamo, Mr. Baba Cessey and Dr. Webber Ndoro were the resource persons.
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3.1

‘Inscription of James Islands and Related Sites and Stone Circles- a case study

Mr. Baba Cessey from the Gambia presented the case study of the site he helped inscribe. He looked at
the processes which were undertaken in nominating the sites and the challenges faced.
When the site was first nominated, it was deferred due to insufficient information regarding the
Comparative Analysis. The lack of conservation capacity came up very strongly as well as the non
inclusion of the other State Party, Senegal. The Gambia then re-strategized and preliminary
conservation work was instituted on the site as well as the dissemination of theoretical knowledge and
in-situ practical training regarding conservation and the nomination process. Intensive research and
mobilisation of resources were then undertaken. Realistic goals such as consolidation of structures as
opposed to rebuilding were adopted. The Senegalese government was brought on board. A strategic
route was taken to access funding from CRA-Terre, Africa 2009, and the World Monument Watch. A resubmission was then done and the property was inscribed. The presentation provided participants with
the challenges associated with the production of successful dossier.
3.2
‘Statement of Outstanding Universal Values’
Through a presentation and discussion, Mr. Allesandro Balsamo introduced participants to the
processes leading to the formation of a statement of OUVs and the participants were then requested to
work the OUVs for their proposed sites , the selected criteria, the statement of integrity and /or
authenticity, and the management and protection requirements for maintaining that OUV.

Issues
A number of issues arose out of the discussion and are captured in Table 3 below.
Table 1: Issues arising out of discussions of OUVs
No.

Category

Issues

1

Site Description



The site description must be condensed

2

OUVs



The use of ‘bullets’ in the dossier was not allowed

3

OUVs



Encouraged the use of ‘language of the criteria’ as described in the
Operational Guidelines in coming with the OUV
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4

Authenticity
Integrity

and



Certain issues were identified as not belonging to the World Heritage
criteria such as ‘beautiful weather conditions’, ... and must not be used as
criteria

5

Authenticity
Integrity

and



Comparison with another site must not be mentioned in the argument for
authenticity and/or integrity

6

Authenticity
Integrity

and



Avoid use of ‘unique’; rather demonstrate the site’s uniqueness in terms
of values

7

Integrity



Since integrity describes wholeness, ensure that as many elements as is
possible are incorporated

8

Criteria



When giving numbers, ensure they are comparative; use superlatives in
relation to a geographic area just like ‘endemism’ must be related to a
context



State clearly which elements are supported by the identified criteria

9

Management



Show how site is managed instead of just stating the body responsible

10

Long Term Expectations



Demonstrate how in the long term mitigation will be undertaken

3.3

‘The African World Heritage Fund’

Dr. Webber Ndoro of the African World Heritage Fund presented the rationale behind the formation of
the Fund as an avenue for championing the inscription of more African sites onto the prestigious World
Heritage list.
The Fund has received endorsement from the General Assembly of the World Heritage Convention and
the African Union. Because the Fund does not undertake implementation, it works through partner
organisations such as CHDA, EPA, etc. The main stakeholders are the State Parties and can therefore,
apply to the Fund for assistance for conservation works, preparation of nomination dossiers, etc. In
order to access the funding, States Parties should apply by end of July of each year. However, the State
Parties must provide complimentary funding to undertake the task. The applications are evaluated and
recommendations made by the AWHF after which the Board decides. Application forms can be
downloaded from www.awhf.net.
In the next two years, the AWHF will concentrate on fundraising for the endowment fund (targeting US$
18million); they hope to utilise the interest from that in running its operations and the rest for
managing heritage. A number of African countries and individuals have already contributed to the fund
but many are yet to. This is the first training course sponsored by the Fund with support from the
Spanish government.
As part of the preamble to the presentation, Dr. Webber Ndoro gave the rationale for the course as
being to increase the number of African sites on the World Heritage List as well as help State Parties
manage them. Furthermore, it would help reduce the numbers on the World Heritage List in Danger.
3.4

‘Management Systems’

Dr. Webber Ndoro introduced participants to the concepts of heritage management systems, including
management planning.
Before any nomination could be undertaken, it was advised that a Management Plan be in place as most
of the information required in a nomination dossier would be extracted from it.
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Plans must have a mandate, an institutional framework and a commitment to resources. A Site
Management Plan is not conservation-, architectural/restoration-, business-, or visitor management
plan but an amalgamation of all these aspects. In the preparation of a management plan, the site
managers and stakeholders must be involved as they are the implementers. State Parties should not
necessarily rely heavily on external experts in producing management plans.
The World Heritage Committee recognises traditional management systems as provided for in the
Operational Guidelines. However, this system must be well documented, outlined and submitted with
the dossier.
Some of the initial considerations in the formulation of a management plan are to determine the legal
basis for its protection, show the existing functional management system, and determine the complexity
of issues. The need to rationalise existing resources is one very important reason for planning; the other
one being the need to provide for analysis of data gathered. The SWOT as an analytical tool is too openended. The Logical Framework Analysis works better it helps one look at resources in terms of key
issues, inputs and achievable. The key issues can then be evaluated for implementation.
The ‘Parks mentality’ where people are forcibly removed from sites must be discouraged. When it is
living heritage, some people must be allowed to remain and heritage managers must closely work with
the communities. Selling curios and guiding should not be considered as the epitome of community
involvement, they must be given a greater role to play in the management process.
At the conclusion of this session, participants better understood the management planning process, the
different management systems, and the framework under which the heritage manager can operate as
well as the inherent challenges.

3.5
Country Follow-up
During this session, participants together with the co-ordination team, attempted to formulate follow
up strategies for the participants to produce respective country nomination dossiers. Below are some of
the suggestions.
1. Comparative analyses (CA) must be considered as a priority before any work could be done. This will
ensure that the significance of the site is ascertained before resources are wasted on a site that lacks
OUVs. Desktop research should form part of the process. This analysis can be useful in the preparation
of the Tentative List.
2. Extensive research on all attributes of the site must be undertaken.
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3. Mentors with a proven record of successful nominations and experience should be utilised in the
preparation of the respective country nominations. These and any others, who are identified to assist,
must be part of the process right from the beginning. It was suggested that a communiqué be sent to the
experts informing them of the training course’s decision to utilise them in this process.
4. The Course Co-ordinators will inform the State Parties on the need to make time for country
participants to undertake this mammoth task. That correspondence would be copied to the respective
Permanent Representatives or delegates at UNESCO and/or their ambassadors.
5. It was absolutely important that channels of communication be kept open among participants, the
mentors (experts) and course co-ordinators in reviewing drafts.
6. Participants were informed that funds from the AWHF will only be made available when a favourable
progress report of the work being undertaken by a state party is received.
7. Represented countries were asked to submit the final action plan, specifying what exactly needs to be
done and the time schedules.
8. It was recommended that before a State Party submits its draft for review to the WHC, it must be
submitted to the co-ordination team for comments.
9. A site with multiple stakeholders requires that an extensive and comprehensive consultative process
be undertaken to ensure that stakeholders are involved right from the beginning.
10. When making an extension to an already listed site, the State Party with the listed property must
also endorse that decision.
4.0 Course Evaluation by Participants:
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Participants Opinion on Workshop Content
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4.1 Conclusion
Participants were given the basics on the nomination process and the preparation of nomination
dossiers. The process for their continued work in their own countries until the nomination dossiers are
ready for submission to the WHC was initiated and panned for. Extra funds for this process would be
provided to state parties by the AWHF. Participants were encouraged to network among themselves
and with the resource persons, coordinators and mentors to ensure the success of the dossier
development process.
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5.0

Country Presentations

Table 3: Country Presentations
State Party: SWAZILAND
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management
Values

OUV
Integrity
Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues

Issues from discussions

State Party: BOTSWANA
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management
Values

OUV
Integrity
Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues

Issues from discussions

Property name: Ngwenya Mines
Category: Cultural Landscape
Components: 3 mines
Declared National Monument in 1978
Existing
Pre-historic mines
National Trust Commission
Scientific: geological, medicinal plants, fauna
Historical and archaeological- 43 000 BC (mining)
Economic: tourism
Religious: sacred pool
Aesthetic
The oldest mine in the world testifying early industrial development in Southern
Africa
Original form and colours
Archaeological records, photos, oral tradition
Difficult access by the physically challenged
No Tentative List but they have a draft
Not a government priority
Might need to consider the waterfalls as an area of influence and
therefore include it in the boundary
Serial nomination as a transboundary mining area with South Africa
especially in areas with similar biodiversity and scenery
Investigate which of the species are in the Red Data book and which
ones are endemic to the region
Consider also ‘ecological services’ as a value in the area
Continuity of mining means that a bigger area can be captured to show
the phases of development
Comparative Analysis must be contextual
Mining impact on its integrity
Property name: Makgadikgadi Salt Pans
Category: Cultural Landscape
East central Botswana
Components: natural and cultural
Natural component party to Ramsar Convention
Existing
Salt mining and settlement
Lekhubu and Tourism Management Plans
Ongoing project for the Integrated MP for site
Natural: largest salt pans in the world. Fauna: pink flamingo, geological
formation
Cultural: historic settlements (pottery, stone walls, ritual stone piles,
fossils)

Analyse SWOT
Cultural aspects more highlighted than natural ones to give a cultural
landscape; when the natural aspects are strong consider nominating it as
a mixed site
Management
Determine clearly, the place of focus, and which values must be
emphasised. Synthesise the OUV
Cultural heritage not a single entity but very diverse; show how the
peoples live/d in this very challenging environment
Show clear demarcation of boundary in considering the threats to the
core area and the buffer zone
Undertake the Comparative Analysis
Reconsider criteria for nomination to a mixed site as the natural too has
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State Party: KENYA
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management
Values

OUV
Integrity and Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues

Issues from discussions

State Party: NIGERIA
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management
Values
OUV
Integrity and Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues
Issues from discussions

great potential; it complements the cultural heritage
Be careful about using beauty criteria
Property name: The Great Rift Valley Ecosystem
Category: Mixed
4° 18N 1°48’S
4 lake basins with cultural sites (human settlements 7millions years ago)
National legal texts both cultural and natural
Lake Turkana northern Kenya to Lake Magadi (southern part)

-

Prehistoric settlements: archaeological items
Geological formations
Biological diversity: fauna
One of the most important fossil sites in Africa

Fossils finds, research records, conservation plans,
Complexity of the site
Vast size
Conservation
Economic activities of stakeholders with diverse interests
Climate change
Analyse the complexities of the site
Show the numbers of the categories as in Operational Guidelines
Excellent photography is mandatory as an argument is made powerfully
in pictorial form
Show, thematically, what the argument is, e.g. geological formations,
hominid findings, on-going use of landscape
Integrity involves making the site representative of the study material
Property name: Surame
Category: Cultural Landscape
Sokoto State
Components: stone buildings (defensive walls), baobab trees
Declared National Monument in 1964
Existing
Former capital of Kebbi Kingdom a fortified city
No formal Management Plan, traditionally managed
Historical
Most massive stone walls in West Africa

-

Big size
No interpretation on site
State how the traditional management system works, vis-à-vis, in the
monitoring aspects as tourism might impact it
Provide a site specific management system complimenting both the
museum and traditional systems
Undertake a Comparative Analysis
Avoid contradictions e.g. use of local resources in construction vis-à-vis,
that of foreign material brought in by slaves
Define why it is a cultural landscape
Justify relevance of site for nomination by showing what the place is, its
socio-economic status, etc.
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State Party: ZAMBIA
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management
Values
OUV
Integrity and Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues
Issues from discussions

State Party: EGYPT
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management

Values
OUV
Integrity and Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues
Issues from discussions

Property name: Barotse
Category: Cultural Landscape
Western province
Living kingdom
Traditional management
No map but clear limits: 900,000ha
Traditional and still living kingdom
Sacred site: ceremonies
Traditional human settlement and the intangible values attached to the site
Continuity of a culture and system
Oral tradition, photographs, old maps
Lack of integration with modern preservation methods
Show convincingly the effects of climate change
OUV must state the intangible aspects, and the continuing traditional
systems
Inventory what exists as intangible heritage
Might not need a management plan but show clearly how the traditional
system functions
A lot of work required for cartography
During Comparative Analysis, see what occurs in France and Spain where
cultural festivals take place
Move fast!!!!
Property name: Ras Mohammed National Park
Category: Natural
Southernmost tip of the Sinai Peninsula
3 main areas: beach, mangroves, coral reefs, migratory birds, mammals, flora, rare
species
National Park
Existing
Management Plan
Tourism infrastructures
Threats:
Human activities: fishing, pollution…
Natural factors: floods, invasive species
Criteria (x)
Criteria (x)
Research, monitoring records, maps, photographs
Have a very well established visitor management and monitoring system
Revise criteria as (x) might not be only one suitable
Show map of core site, buffer zone and areas of utilisation
Comparative Analysis of the Great Barrier Reef good
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State Party: MOZAMBIQUE

Property name: Quirimbas Archipelago
Category: Mixed
Northern Mozambique
Islands, part of National Park, historical architecture
National heritage laws

Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management
Values

Conserved by the Parks’ legislation
Natural Fauna: rare species, biodiversity
Cultural: historical and mix of different cultures
Different architecture: pre-Swahili, European,
Arabic … with the different material

OUV
Integrity and Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues

Has conserved its original historical values
Research records, photographs,
Clear limitation of the area to nominate
Separate management plan in terms of culture and
nature
Delineate clearly the boundaries of the site
Undertake an area analysis of both the marine and
the terrestrial elements plus the buffer zone
Consider how to mitigate against invasive species
and other threats and show the strategies that
shall be employed
Management capacity must be clearly stated
Undertake a State of Conservation of the
architectural elements
Show architecturally what the focus is and its
origins
There is a need for strong government intervention
Cautioned about rushing to nominate new site
when failing to maintain what is already listed, i.e.
Mozambique Island

Issues from discussion

State Party: LESOTHO
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management

Values

OUV
Integrity and Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues

Issues from discussions

Property name: Sehlabathebe National Park
Category: Mixed
Lesotho, transfrontier with South Africa
Mountains, flora and fauna
National Park established in 1970
Existing; approx. 6500ha
-Local Council
-Other ongoing projects on the site
-Existing joint Management Plan
-Rich Biodiversity and cultural heritage (Rock Art, archaeological
deposits, historical cattle posts)
- Rock formation, rivers, rock pools
Unique mountain system and flora and fauna endemism

-

-

Fire
Grazing
Research on the intangible heritage not done
Inventory and documentation on cultural resources not yet
done (rock art)
Emphasise the geomorphic formations especially that they
form part of the nomination of the Ukhahlamba Drakensberg
World Heritage Site
Give statistics on endemism and show clearly where it is
Buffers should be clearly defined
Define the cultural aspects and its association with the
environment
Liaison with the local community
Ensure the issue of fire management is handled well to allow
for regeneration of species and prevent the loss of biodiversity
Can use the web site for additional information (botanical
gardens)
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State Party: GHANA
Localization and geographical data
Description
Legal protection
Limits and mapping
History and development
Conservation and management
Values
OUV
Integrity and Authenticity
Documentation
Main issues

Issues from discussions

Property name: Tongo-Tengzuk
Category: Cultural Landscape
Upper East Region
Tongo Hills and Tengzuk shrines
National laws
Quality of maps to be improved
Natural limits provided for by the rocky outcrops
Talensi settlements
Ghana National Museum
-sacred: shrines
- traditional architecture- mud buildings

-

Documentation on some components of the site
Comparative analysis
Land transformation
Has existing Draft nomination and draft management plan

-

The introduction of new materials within the conservation
processes might affect integrity
Encourage the use of traditional consolidation methods to
maintain social structure in the community
Make OUV clear
Boundaries must be clearly delineated
Appropriate maps must be produced

-
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6.0

Annexes

6.1 Course Programme
TIME

MONDAY 3

TUESDAY 4

09:0010.30

Participants travel
to Sehlabathebe
National Park

ORIENTATION
VENUE
OF
TRAINING
PROGRAMME

AT
THE

WEDNESDAY 5

THURSDAY 6

FRIDAY 7

SATURDAY 8

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

Field Visit

Presentation
and
discussion of country
nomination

World Heritage Sites in
Africa: Past, present
and
futureOpportunities
and
challenges

Tentative Listing

ML/GA/LE/GP

LE/EE

GA
10:3011:00

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

11:0012:30

“

FACILITATION

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

Welcome:
introductions,
background to course,
objectives, expected
results
and
work
situation

Presentation
and
discussion of country
nomination

Introduction to WHC
and other conventions
and charters

Nomination process

ML/GA/GP/LE

LE/GP/JK
JK/TB

ML/LE/GP/PT
12:3014:00

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

14:0015:30

“

PRESENTATION and
COUNTRY WORK

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

Presentation
and
discussion of country
nomination

Operational Guidelines
and Resource Manuals

Nomination process

Participants
objectives
expectations
Preparation
presentation

and

of

JK/TB
ML/GA/LE/GP

ML/LE/GP/PT

EE/JK/LE//TB

15:3016:00

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

16:0017:30

“

COUNTRY WORK

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

Presentation
and
discussion of country
nomination

Global Strategy-

Common problems in
Nomination Files

ML/GA/GP/LE

JK/TB

Preparation
presentation

of

A Critique

ML/LE/GP/PT

LE/JK/TB

TIME

MONDAY 10

TUESDAY 11

WEDNESDAY 12

THURSDAY 13

FRIDAY 14

SATURDAY 15

09:0010:30

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

PREPARATION

Field Visit

Site Description
and Location

Criteria for

Defining
values,
statement
of
significance
and
developing a statement
of OUV

Management Plans and
Systems- Issues

Country follow-up

Nomination
AB/PH
AB/PH

Preparation
WN/BC/GP/GA
WN

WN/PH
10:3011:00

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK
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11:0012:30

EXERCISE

PRESENTATION
Criteria
Nomination

PRESENTATION
for

Authenticity
Integrity

ML/BC/GP/AB
PH/AB

and

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

Management Plans and
Systems- Community
Involvement

Country follow-up
WN/BC/GP/GA

PH/AB/BC
WN/PT/PN

12:3014:00

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

14:0015:30

EXERCISE

EXERCISE

EXERCISE

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

Maps and Illustrations

Country follow-up

ML/BC/GP/AB

AB//PH/BC

BC/PH/AB

AB/GP

WN/BC/GP/GA

15:3016:00

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

BREAK

16:0017:30

PRESENTATION

PRESENTATION

EXERCISE

EXERCISE

PRESENTATION

Presentation and
discussion

Presentation
discussion

ML/GP

PH/BC/AB

and

Country follow-up
BC/PH/AB

GP/PH/AB/BC

WN/BC/GP/GA

6.2 Opening Ceremony
Government Representative
This speech was given by Mr. Jobo Molapo, the Acting Principal Secretary at the official opening of the
training course. The venue was the Manthabiseng Convention Centre.
Madame Director of Ceremonies let me extend His majesty’s King Letsie II, Head of State, the Right
Honourable the Prime Minister and Head of Government, Honourable Ministers and the entire cabinet,
Representative of UNESCO and of the IUCN, Director of Windhoek UNESCO Cluster Office,
Representative of the African World Heritage Fund, Course Coordinators, Facilitators and Resource
Persons, Representatives from eight sister African countries, Distinguished guests, Ladies and
Gentlemen, All protocols observed...
It is my greatest pleasure to welcome you all on behalf of the Government and the people of Lesotho
and indeed on my own behalf on this special and rare occasion of the workshop for capacity building
for developing Nomination Files for sites to be listed as the World Heritage sites. Ladies and
gentlemen let me hasten to express a special welcome to participants coming from outside Lesotho. I
hope you will find our modest facilities adequate for accommodation and other needs. Make Lesotho
your home for these coming few days. Enjoy the never ending mountains and appreciate our slogans
such as; Mountain Kingdom or better still Kingdom in the Sky. While you are here, as our Right the
Honourable Prime Minister often says: you can consider talking to God, one on one, as you are already
very close to heaven.
Ladies and gentlemen, today’s occasion is very special to my heart, as it assures us that, indeed we
made a right decision to belong to the international body, the World Heritage Convention. We have
indeed expanded the base of our affiliations, and have found ourselves a new home for heritage
professionals, who are committed to making us realize the benefits of belonging. I want to take this
opportunity to thank those professionals who visited Lesotho in March 2007, during one of the
Workshops held as part of the sensitization workshop on the 1972 Convention aimed at mobilizing
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local stakeholders. Since then, we were convinced that we too, should strive towards having a site on
the World Heritage List.
We want to acknowledge the assistance of the UNESCO Cluster office, in urging us to ratify the 1972
UNESCO World Heritage Convention. It is pleasing to note that through the new UNESCO structures of
decentralization, the organization, is recently able to engage with us more intensively than before, as
it has effectively become nearer and more involved with us.
Since Lesotho ratified the UNESCO World Heritage Convention in 2003, we have registered some
significant progress, and as a result, a number of our sites have directly benefited. We were able to
undertake research at Kome Living Heritage site, Ha Baroana Rock Art site, at Menkhoaneng, the
birthplace of King Moshoeshoe I, founder of the Basotho nation and Masitise Cave House. We have just
completed upgrading our Heritage Documentation System, in August this year, with the participation of
several experts from African member states, through financial assistance of several partners in the
heritage management, such as the Centre for Heritage Development in Africa, which has developed a
reputation for empowering professionals in the field of Heritage Management on the continent. Experts
from other heritage institutions, mainly in the SADC region also participated. It is important to mention
that our new membership to the world body is rapidly bearing fruits, as we are gradually and surely
implementing projects in a more concerted manner, all to our advantage.
However, the main purpose of today’s meeting, is to direct our attention as the continent, to work
towards increasing the number of African Heritage sites on the world map. Ladies and gentlemen, let
me express my sincere gratitude to the sons and daughters of the African continent, who have so ably
worked through the UNESCO structures, with a foresight for establishing a body that would be
responsible for directing focus on the African continent. We have all heard the reasons for the
establishment of the African World Heritage Fund. That the percentage of the African heritage sites on
the world map, is indeed very low and yet Africa prides itself as the host of several important landmark
sites, even the cradle of mankind. It therefore stands to reason that there must be very unique and very
rich sites that qualify to be listed as the World Heritage sites.
It is therefore befitting, that African professionals should be empowered with skills to be able to
develop Nomination Files for African sites in order to address the glaring situation. We are very grateful
that this landmark capacity building workshop, is taking place in the Kingdom of Lesotho. We shall
follow the progress with all earnest and we can only hope for the best.
To the professionals who have been selected to participate in this training programme, I urge you all to
turn this training, into a multiplier effect, by exposing more heritage personnel to the skills, that you
will have acquired from these two weeks course, as we need more and more professionals to turn the
situation n facing the continent around.
We are happy that you have chosen to hold the training course in Sehlabathebe, our first site under
consideration for nomination to the World Heritage list. We consider this site as the jewel of the Maloti,
owing to its contribution towards conservation and preservation of natural and cultural heritage with
associated ecosystem services. Further, Sehlabathebe National Park shares a border with uKhahlamba
Drakensberg Park World Heritage Site, and they are governed through a Joint Management Plan under
the Maloti Drakensberg Trans-frontier Conservation and Development initiative. We are also very
delighted, that the way this course is structured, it will benefit all nine participating countries. We can
only hope to register some resounding success for African continent, resulting from this capacity
building workshop.
To the Representative of the African World Heritage Fund, we wish you all the success in your
endeavours to raise the African content on the world map, and we want to urge you also to establish
roles and responsibilities of each one of us as your stakeholders, so that together we can built a
stronger future for the Fund, that we shall all be proud of.
We are very much aware that there are benefits and responsibilities that go along with having a World
Heritage site within one’s country. It is very important that from the onset we should begin to think of
minimizing the risks of having a list of World Heritage Sites on the Danger List.
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Once more we need to emphasize as member countries of UNESCO, that indeed the decentralization
efforts, have not been in vain, and that we can even hope for more improvements mainly within the
heritage management sector. In the recent years, there has been an intensity of programmes that have
made an impact and have indeed ensured the UNESCO’s visibility within the member states
At this point in time, I wish you all the best of luck and hope that the training that you are about to have,
may have the long lasting effective results.
It is now my pleasure, to declare this training course officially opened, and wishes you a safe trip to
Sehlaba-Thebe.
Khotso! Pula!! Nala!!!

6.3

UNESCO Representative

Remarks UNESCO Representative to Lesotho
Dr Claudia Harvey
On the
Opening of the World heritage Nominations Course
Maseru, 2 Nov 2008
Salutations
Main Points
Culture and Development
 Identity
 Social Relations
 Economics
Heritage.






Critical in the back ground to all of this
Natural heritage (May seem not to be related.. but nature shapes culture and
culture shapes nature)
Treatment of Heritage therefore of utmost importance
Tangible and intangible
Tangible heritage, so much a result of a people's belief system. therefore an output of the
intangible

The Course and other comments
Speaking as an educator, we learn of the various facets of the curriculum. the:
Cognitive: to do with the thinking
Affective: to do with the feeling
Psychomotor: to do with the usually physical skills (but in this context. we will use it broadly to deal
with all skills)
This particular course deals with all three, I note the careful attention to understanding the basic
concepts; the affective because the course is located in a proposed site, so participants can "feel" the
atmosphere and the learning by doing, participants will actually be preparing a dossier under
mentorship. And there is also the real psychomotor; I hear there will be some horseback riding! So the
total package will be covered.
At the UNESCO Windhoek Annual Cluster Consultation, there was much debate about sustainability of
outcomes when individuals go on training. I note here that there will be the responsibility to share the
individual learning with all involved in the preparation of dossiers and that there will be a recall session
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in approximately one year's time to consider the results. Also critical to the success is the role outlined
for the States Parties to the Convention. This is not a one person show, the identification, nomination,
preparation and eventual inscription of a site on the World Heritage List is a matter for the State, the
Professionals and the Community.
This brings us back to the point of culture, development and economics. When I was studying sociology,
we learnt that early man (culturally I will now have to adjust that and say early groups, to take in both
genders), “stored his surplus in the belly of the tribe." Obviously, not literally, but by sharing what they
had, hunters and gatherers were assured that when they did not have, those who had would share.
In our very recent times, the world has had a hard blow; the international financial system has come
down like a pack of cards. There was a lot of lamentation that some groups wanted more and more
and more and created the illusion of wealth. It was not stored in the belly of the tribe and so
when the crash came, almost all had to do without. All this is culture.
It is interesting therefore, that the management of World Heritage Sites has as integral to it, the
involvement of community. Communities in the vicinity of the site must benefit from the resulting sense
of identity and pride; from the psychological sense of ownership of the site; and perhaps most
importantly, from the economic benefits of the site. While some may question my stating that the
economic part is most important, we know from the hierarchy of needs, that the basic needs must be
met if we are to enjoy identity and pride of place. Though it is so complex the way these economic needs
are met are themselves culturally determined. This sense of community in site management is therefore
most important.
It is particularly important that this course and its sister course to be conducted in French is taking
place in Africa. This is the region with the fewest inscribed sites and the highest comparable percentage
of sites in danger. Yet this is the continent that can boast the cradle of mankind and that has given so
much and continues to give so much to World Heritage and one might also say to world economics. Yet,
its average citizen benefits less from world heritage and even less from world economics. The Africa
World Heritage Fund has set as its target increasing the number of African properties on the World
Heritage List and reducing the number of African World Heritage sites in danger. That one of the first
steps in doing so is to train African professionals is both most apropos and most commendable. For it is
in the functioning of these professionals, that the vision would become reality and it is in the sensitive
functioning of these professionals that the sites would benefit individuals, communities, countries, the
continent and the world.
The planners of the course are duly cautious. They have noted that so much is expected of the course
there may be disappointments. So, like all good programme planners, they have sought to hedge the
risks, by ensuring that mentors accompany the participants every step of the way.
But I think we should go one step further. Can we put the onus on the heritage professionals who are
being trained on this course to commit to do everything possible to ensure that there are 8 more
African properties enlisted on the World Heritage List as of... is one year too soon? Shall we then say, by
201O? Can we combine culture and sport and say one more selling point for the, what is now being
called the African World Cup, will be the number of new sites, the football fans will be able to visit?
In the year 2000, the world committed to achieving eight goals by 2015. Included among these were
environmental sustainability and the reduction of poverty. Through the preservation and sustainable
management of cultural and natural heritage sites, there can be very important contributions to the
achievements of these goals. The Director General of UNESCO is personally committed to the
preservation of World Heritage and personally committed to supporting the AU and NEPAD in the
development of Africa. Let me therefore on his behalf and on behalf of the equally committed Assistant
Directors General responsible for Africa and for Culture commend Lesotho for hosting this ground
breaking venture and commend the African World Heritage Fund and all the other co sponsors and co
organizers of the course for a job exceptionally well conceptualized. It will now be left to all the others
involved to turn concept to reality. I therefore look forward to at least 8 new sites from Africa inscribed
on the World Heritage List in the near future.
Congratulations and good luck.
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Contacts
Claudia Harvey
c:/o Emmarentia Irion
Tel: 00-264-61-291-7000
Fax: 00-264-61-7220

6.4

Closing Ceremony

Government Representative
The speech below was given by the District Administrator of Qacha’s Nek Mr. Nthakong, at the closing
ceremony of the training programme.
Mr. Chairman, Course Coordinators, Facilitators and Resource Persons, representatives from eight
sister African countries, Distinguished guests, Ladies and Gentlemen...
I find it very befitting that on behalf of the People of the Government of Lesotho and indeed on my own
behalf as the Qacha’s Nek District Administrator to be with you at this point in time, for the closing of
this capacity building workshop for the heritage professionals. We are particularly happy that you
chose Sehlabathebe as the venue for the workshop. There are several places which are easily accessible,
but we also know that Sehlabathebe is not one of them, but nonetheless, you chose to be in this location.
However, I need to mention that Sehlabathebe is one of our valuable assets not only for Qacha’s Nek
district, but indeed for the country a national asset. For a long time it was the only park in Lesotho. It
has to date been a high profile area, which enjoys recognition from the highest administrative quarters
in the country. It has for a long time been identified as the conservation area, an issue to be instilled in
the minds of all stakeholders. The park is known to host some plant species- flora and fauna, which are
subject for further research, with potential to enrich mankind. Hence, we are very appreciative of the
efforts by some government ministries, which constantly try to improve the situation in our park.
Throughout the past two weeks, I know that you must have undergone a rigorous process, for both the
resource persons and the course participants, both in disseminating and digesting the course content. I
therefore will be very brief for the purposes of this closing session, as I want to assume that everyone
has had a field-day during the course of this training programme.
However, we need to express our gratitude to all those who initiated this programme, which specifically
focuses on the needs of the continent, regarding the rich heritage within its confines. We have heard
that you have assembled here with the purpose of empowering the Heritage professionals with skills, to
be able to put forward convincing justifications, for African sites, to be listed on the world map. We
therefore are convinced that this course is both very justified and long overdue. We also cannot over
emphasize its importance.
I have been informed that the calibre of resource persons selected for this course was in short amazing.
That the team of experts’ composition has been diverse and very relevant. That they came from far and
wide, painstakingly converging to this place in the mountains of Lesotho. We have been made to
understand that the experts have ably covered all the essential components needed for developing the
crucial documents for nominating sites.
Time has come to re-focus the world attention to the African continent. I have also been informed that
the array of sites proposed for nomination in this course, has revealed the richness and diversity
within the continent, and of course the complexities associated with the sites in question. We are
therefore very hopeful that the participants have been capacitated to comprehensively handle the
nomination process.
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It is with great anticipation that participants from this course will reverse the situation, pertaining to
the low number of African sites on the world list of heritage sites. This course has been very specific in
addressing the situation and we can only hope for the best. We have developed some interest in what
you will be doing after this course. We understand that there is plan to review progress achieved as a
result of this course. This therefore gives us hope, that very positive results will be achieved. This is a
very well thought out idea of follow mechanism, to make sure that, both financial and human resources
utilized for this venture will benefit the continent.
Ladies and gentlemen,
It has been very good and enriching to have all of you in both Lesotho and Qacha’s Nek district. The
number of countries participating in this course has a big potential in being highly successful. There has
been a lot of dynamism in exchange of ideas and experiences, thus laying a very fertile ground for future
success.
Ladies and Gentlemen, I have been made to understand that you were a highly disciplined group of
professionals that very minimally complained about our very basic facilities and services in this remote
place. Thank you for being so highly tolerant and patient with us. You will be welcome to come back
once, more in Lesotho next year, for the second leg of this landmark workshop. When that time comes,
consider yourselves returning residents.
We therefore wish you a save journey back home, and request that you take with you, only good
memories from the Mountain Kingdom, because if we wronged you, it was not intentional but that
unplanned things do happen sometimes.
With these few remarks, I am honoured to declare this workshop officially closed.
Khotso!

Pula!!

Nala!!!

List of Participants

Country

Name & Address

Other Contact details

Botswana

1. MATSWIRI Gertrude Mmamotse Ms.

Tel (Bus):+267-3-610 466

Department of National
Monuments & Art Gallery.
Private Bag 00114
Gaborone, BOTSWANA

Museum

and

Fax (Bus): +267-3-902 797
Mobile: +267-72 968 802
E-mail (Bus): gmmatswiri@gov.bw
E-mail
getrudematswiri@yahoo.com

2. GABADIRWE Mohutsiwa (Mr.)
Department of National
Monuments & Art Gallery.
Private Bag 00114
Gaborone, BOTSWANA

Portrait

Museum

(Pers):

Tel (Bus): +267-3-973 860
and

Fax (Bus): +267-3-911 186
Mobile: +267-71-597 777
E-mail (Bus): mgabadirwe@gov.bw
E-mail (Pers): mogabadirwe@yoo.com
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Egypt

3.ABU BKR Sayed (Mr.)

Tel (Bus):+2-69-366 0668

Ras Mohammed National Park
P.O. Box 19
Sharm El-Shiekh, EGYPT

Fax (Bus): +2-69-366 0559
Mobile:+2-12-758 4243
E-mail (Bus): E-mail (Pers): sayed_bkr@yahoo.com

4.AL DUMAIRY Abdel Aziz (Mr.)

Tel (Bus):+2-46-450 0607

Supreme Council of Antiquities

Fax (Bus): -

3, Al Adel Aboubakr st
Zamalek

Mobile:+2-10-154 3825
E-mail (Bus):-

Cairo, EGYPT
E-mail
ABDELAZIZSIWA@yahoo.com
Ghana

5.LAWER Simon (Mr.)

Tel (Bus):+233-21-221 633-5

Ghana Museums and Monuments Board

Fax (Bus): +233-21-222 401

P.O. Box GP 3343

Mobile: +233-20-816 1528

Barnes Road

E-mail
(Bus):
acc@africaonline.com.gh

(Pers):

gmmb-

Accra GHANA
E-mail (Pers): lawerb@yahoo.com
6.Owusu Anthony Yaw (Mr.)

Tel (Bus): +233-51-221 634

Ghana Museums and Monuments Board

Fax (Bus): +233-21-236 426

P.O.Box 1262

Mobile: +233-27-212 5806

Kumasi, GHANA

E-mail (Bus):
gmmb-acc@africaonline.com.gh
(Pers): anthony_owusu@yahoo.co.uk

Kenya

7.LEITORO Elizabeth (Ms)

Tel (Bus):+254-20-602 121

Kenya Wildlife Service

Fax (Bus): +254-20-600 324

P.O. Box 42076

Mobile: +254-721 385 358

Nairobi, KENYA

E-mail (Bus): eleitoro@kws.go.ke
E-mail (Pers): nalawan2000@yahoo.com

8.WANDERI Hoseah (Mr.)

Tel (Bus): +254-20-324 2161-4

National Museums of Kenya

Fax (Bus): +254-20-374 124

P.O Box 62532-00200

Mobile: +254-724 371 232

Nairobi, KENYA

E-mail (Bus): E-mail (Pers): hoswanderi@yahoo.com
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Lesotho

9.Kobisi Khotso (Mr.)

Tel (Bus): +266-22-950 243

Ministry of Tourism, Environment and
Culture

Fax (Bus): +266-22-312 527
Mobile: +266-22-58 771 844

PO BOX 52
E-mail (Bus): Maseru 100, LESOTHO
E-mail (Pers): kkobisi@yahoo.co.uk
10.Molibeli Matsosane Emily (Mrs.)

Tel (Bus):+266-22-313 034

Ministry of Tourism, Environment and
Culture

Fax (Bus): +266-22-310 194
Mobile: +266-63-045 370

PO BOX 52
E-mail (Bus): Maseru 100, LESOTHO
E-mail (Pers): mmolibeli@yhoo.com
11. Ntsohi Refiloe (Ms.)

Tel (Bus): +266-22-311 767

Ministry of Tourism, Environment and
Culture

Fax (Bus): +266-22-311 139
Mobile: +266-22-63 084 040

PO BOX 52
E-mail (Bus): rntsohi@mtec.gov.ls
Maseru 100, LESOTHO
E-mail (Pers): nrefill@yahoo.com
Mozambique

12.JOPELA Albino (Mr.)

Tel (Bus):+258-21-313 176

National Directorate for Culture

Fax (Bus): +258-21-313 194

Rua Capitao Henrique de

Mobile: +258-82-090 1710

Sonsa N.15

E-mail (Bus): albino.jopela@gmail.com

PO Box 1742

E-mail
albinojopela@yahoo.com.br

(Pers):

Maputo, MOZAMBIQUE

13.CATAPOLA Brazao Jose Luis (Mr.)

Tel (Bus): +258-21-490 268

Ministry of Education and Culture

Fax (Bus): +258-21-490 268

Street, Jose Sidumo, nr

Mobile: +258-84-407 5014

165, 1 Floor

+258 84 269 4774

Maputo, MOZAMBIQUE

E-mail (Bus): Bcatopola@mpc.gov
(Pers): Brazascatopola@hotmail.com

Nigeria

14.OSUAGWU
Victoria
(Ms)National
Commission for Museums and Monuments

Tel (Bus):+234-80-3336 4395
Fax (Bus): +234-95-23 8254

Plot 16, Cotonou Crescent, Wusse Zone 6
Mobile:+234-80-5151 6233
P.M.B. 171, Garki
E-mail (Bus): nigheritage@yahoo.ca
Abuja, NIGERIA
E-mail (Pers): vicosuagwu@hotmail.com
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15.HASSAN Garba Mahdi (Mr.)

Tel (Bus): +234-60-233 106

National Museum

Fax (Bus): +234-9-523 8254

P.M.B. 2367

Mobile: +234-80-5529 5595

Sokoto, NIGERIA

E-mail (Bus): -nigheritage@yahoo.ca
E-mail (Pers): garbamahdi@yahoo.com

Swaziland

16.NKAMBULE Dudu Temahlubi (Ms)

Tel (Bus):+268-41-61 516

National Trust Commission

Fax (Bus):+268-41-61 875

P.O. Box 100

Mobile:+268-6121 311

Lobamba, SWAZILAND

E-mail (Bus): curator@sntc.org.sz
E-mail (Pers): snesethu@yahoo.co.uk

17.KUNENE James (Mr.)

Tel (Bus):+268-44-24 241

National Trust Commission

Fax (Bus): +268-44-24 241

P.O. Box 100

Mobile:+268-6046 857

Lobamba, SWAZILAND

E-mail (Bus): leo@sntc.org.sz
E-mail (Pers):-N/A

Zambia

18.MBEWE Richard (Mr.)

Tel (Bus):+260-213-323 662

National Heritage Conservation Commission
of Zambia

Fax (Bus):+260-213-323 635
Mobile: +260-97 23 4659

P O Box 60124,
E-mail (Bus): nhccswr@zamnet.zm
Livingstone, ZAMBIA
E-mail (Pers): ricmbewe@yahoo.com.au
19.NDIYOI Muyumbwa (Mr.)

Tel (Bus): +260-213-323 662

National Heritage Conservation Commission
of Zambia

Fax (Bus): +260-213-323 653
Mobile: +260-955 832 433

P O Box 60124,
E-mail (Bus): nhccswr@zamnet.zm
Livingstone, ZAMBIA
E-mail (Pers): ndiyoi@yahoo.co.uk

Table 5: List of Coordination Team and Resource Persons
Country

Name and Address

Other Contact Details

Coordination
Kenya

ABUNGU George Dr.

Tel:(Bus) 254-20-2042641

CEO, Okello Abungu Heritage Consultants

Fax: (Bus):

Representative
Committee

(Kenya),

UNESCO

World

Heritage

mobile: +254-724-462883
E-mail: (Bus.) g.abungu@mac.com

PO Box 496, Karen
(Priv.)
00502 Nairobi, KENYA
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Zambia

LUHILA Mubiana Mr.
Coordinator
CHDA-Centre for Heritage Development in Africa
Old
Law
Court
Building,
Nkrumah
Road
P.O.
Box
90010-GPO
80100
Mombasa, KENYA

Tel (Bus.) +254 41 2225114
Fax: (Bus): +254 41 2227985
Mobile: +254 733 720562
E-mail (Bus.): mubiana@swiftmombasa.com
(Priv.) mubianaluhila@gmail.com

South
Africa

PALMER Guy Mr

Tel (Bus.) +27 21 866 8009
Fax: (Bus): +27 21 866 1523

Cape Nature
Mobile: +27 82 415 1884
Private Bag X5014
E-mail (Bus.): gpalmer@capenature.co.za
Stellenbosch, 7599
(Priv.)
SOUTH AFRICA
Zambia

KANYEMBA Linda Ms

Tel (Bus.) +260-213-323 652

National Heritage Conservation Commission

Fax: (Bus): +260-213-323 653

P.O. Box 60124

Mobile: +260-977 700 543
+260-955 877 817

Livingstone, ZAMBIA
E-mail (Bus.): nhccswr@zamnet.zm
(Priv.): kumalimu@yahoo.com
Madagas
car

RINTSAMAHEFA Rabemanantasoa Ms.

Tel (Bus.) +27-11-256 3553

African World Heritage Fund (AWHF)

Fax: (Bus): +27-11-

Development Bank of Southern Africa (DBSA)

Mobile: +27-82 804 4569

Cnr New rd and 6th Avenue

E-mail (Bus.): rintsar@dbsa.drg
(Priv.) rintsarmahefa@gmail.com

Midridge Park
Midrand, South Africa
Lesotho

Lesotho

Lesotho

MOLIEHI, Ntene Ms.

Tel (Bus.) +266-22321429

Ministry of Tourism, Culture & Environment,

Fax: (Bus): +266-22310194

P.O. Box 52,

Mobile: +266-63047352

Maseru 100, Lesotho

E-mail (Bus.): n/a
(Priv.): ntene@yahoo.com

NKOFU, Paul Mr.

Tel (Bus.) +266-2231662

Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Culture

Fax: (Bus): +266-22312725

P.O. Box 52,

Mobile: +266-58588616

Maseru 100, Lesotho

E-mail (Bus.): mnkofu@maloti.org.ls
(Priv.): nkofopm@live.co.uk

KHITSANE Ntsema Mrs.

Tel (Bus.): +266-22321429

Ministry of Tourism, Environment and Culture

Fax: (Bus): +266-22310194

P.O. Box 52,

Mobile: +266-58870300

Maseru 100, Lesotho

E-mail (Bus.): n/a
(Priv.): nkhifu@yahoo.com
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Zimbab
we

TARUVINGA Pascall Mr.

Tel (Bus.) +263-4-774208

Director,
Research
and
Development
National Museums and Monuments of Zimbabwe
PO
Box
Cy
1485
Causeway
Harare, Zimbabwe

Fax: (Bus): +263-4-753 085
Mobile: +263-912 206b637
+263-11 886 678
E-mail (Bus.): natmus@utande.co.zw
(Priv.) pastar143@yahoo.com

RESOURCE PERSONS
Uganda

Switzerla
nd

EDROMA Eric (Prof).

Tel (Bus.) N/A

10420 Kampala

Fax: (Bus): N/A

Uganda

Mobile: +256-752 648 603
+256-776 648 603
E-mail (Bus.):
(Priv.):e_edrome@yahoo.com
Tel (Bus.) +41-22-999 0000
+41-22-999 0278 (direct)

BADMAN Tim Mr.
IUCN
Rue
Gland,
Switzerland

Head
Mauverney

Quarters
28
1196

Fax: (Bus): +41-22-999 0025
Mobile: +41-79 521 8984
E-mail (Bus.): tim.badman@iucn.org

USA

KING Joe Mr.

Tel (Bus.)

Director - Sites Unit

Fax: (Bus):

ICCROM

Mobile:

13 Via di San Michele

E-mail (Bus.):
(Priv.)

00153 Rome
ITALY
Camerou
n

ELOUNDOU, Lazare Mr.

Tel (Bus.) +33 145 681 938

The World Heritage Centre UNESCO

Fax: (Bus): +33 145 685 661

7,
place
75352 Paris 07 SP

Kenya

de

Fontenoy

Mobile: +33 685 638 284

France

E-mail (Bus.): l.eloundou-assomo@unesco.org
(Priv.): leloundo@hotmail.com

HOWARD Peter Dr.

Tel (Bus.): +882 165 207 3225 (satellite)

Consultant, World Heritage

Fax: (Bus): n/a

WCPA Focal Point for World Heritage in Africa
PO Box 24994,

Mobile: +254-726 125547
E-mail (Bus.): phoward@AfricanNaturalHeritage.org

Karen
Nairobi, Kenya
France

00502

BALSAMO, Alessandro Mr.

Tel (Bus.) +33-1-45 68 11 36

Assistant Programme Specialist

Fax: (Bus): +33-1-45 68 55 70

The World Heritage Centre UNESCO-Culture Sector

Mobile: n/a

7,
place
75352 Paris 07 SP

E-mail (Bus.): a.balsamo@unesco.org
(Priv.): n/a

de

Fontenoy

France
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Gambia

CEESAY Baba Mr.

Tel (Bus.): +220 4226244

National Council for Arts and Culture

Fax: (Bus): +220 4227461

PMB 151, 8c Marina Parade

Mobile: +220 9929702

Banjul

E-mail (Bus.): musmon@ganet.gm
(Priv.):baba_baba_c@yahoo.com

The Gambia
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